
 

  
“But afterwards there occurred violent earthquakes and floods; and in a single 
day and night of misfortune all your warlike men in a body sank into the earth, 
and the island of Atlantis in like manner disappeared in the depths of the sea.” 

Plato, ancient Greek philosopher (on Atlantis) 

 
1. Ancient Mysteries Discussion 

1. What are some unexplained ancient mysteries you can think of? How can you explain these? 
2. Who built Stonehenge, and what did they use it for? 
3. What do you think the purpose of the Nazca Lines was? 
4. Could there really be a lost city of gold in South America? Where might it be? 
5. Did the Mayans really predict the end of the world? 
6. Was the marriage between Jesus and Mary Magdalene covered up by the Catholic Church? Could 

the descendants of Jesus be living with us today? 
7. Why were certain books included in the Bible, and others rejected? What might those other 

books have contained? 
8. What did Jesus do in his life between the periods mentioned in the Bible? Did he visit England or 

India as some legends suggest? 
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2. Mystery Vocabulary 

• (to be) a mystery to someone (phrase) – used to say someone does not understand something. 
• (to have the/an) air of mystery (phrase) – used to say something or someone conjures up feelings 

of mysteriousness, curiosity or wonder.  
• (to be) one of life's great mysteries (noun) – something that is difficult to explain or understand. 
• shrouded in mystery (adjective) – something about which very little is known or that is a secret. 
• hard to swallow (idiom) – difficult to believe. 
• fanciful (adjective) – over-imaginative, unrealistic or apparently made up; unlikely to succeed or not 

based on reality; decorative or ornamental in design rather than practical. 
 
Using the vocabulary words above, complete the following sentences (remember to use the correct 
form of the word, e.g. verb conjugation or plural noun): 

1. How Cold Play became one of the most popular bands in history is one of life’s great mysteries. 
2. How you manage to look so happy on a Monday morning is a mystery to me. 
3. The prime minister announced a fanciful plan to colonise Mars within the next decade. 
4. So, on your way home you were kidnapped by terrorists who forced you to drink six pints of beer 

and watch football with your friends? I find that a little hard to swallow. 
5. What happens in Area 51 is shrouded in mystery. 
6. The new guy at work doesn’t talk much, and nobody knows much about him. He has an air of 

mystery about him. 
 
Mystery vocabulary comprehension questions 

1. What is a mystery to you? 
2. Who or what has an air of mystery? 
3. What is one of life’s great mysteries? 
4. Who or what is shrouded in mystery? 
5. What do you find hard to swallow? 
6. What’s the most fanciful thing you’ve ever heard? 
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3. Video: The Lost City of Atlantis 

You are going to watch a video by The Infographics Show called “The Evidence That The Lost City of 
Atlantis Existed?” 
 

Watch the video here: https://yourenglishpal.com/blog/esl-conversation-lesson-plan-ancient-mysteries/ 
 
While you watch the video, answer the following questions: 
 
Multiple choice 

1. When was Machu Pichu abandoned? 
a) 1500s    b) 1600s    c) 1700s 

2. Why did Plato write about Atlantis? 
a) to make a philosophical point b) to record history   c) to locate the city 

3. Which branch of the Atlantean military was powerful? 
a) army    b) air force    c) navy 

4. Why did the gods become angry with the Atlanteans? 
a) they stopped worshiping  b) they broke religious laws  c) they became corrupt and greedy 

 
Sentence completion 

5. Ignatius L’Donnelly believed Atlantis was technologically and morally superior to other places. 
6. Ignatius L’Donnelly believed there was more gold and silver in Atlantis than was taken to Europe 

by the Spanish from the Americas. 
7. Ignatius L’Donnelly made people consider a world that was better than the corrupt modern 

world. 
8. Ignatius L’Donnelly believed Atlantis was destroyed by the Great Flood as described in the Bible. 

 
Short answer 

9. What did Charles Berlitz believe had swallowed Atlantis? The Bermuda Triangle 
10. When did Charles Hapgood say Atlantis had separated from Antarctica? 12,000 years ago 
11. What led to the destruction of the Minoan civilisation? Earthquakes/volcanic eruption (eruption 

of the Thera volcano) 
12. What does Graham Hancock believe were connected around the world? Ancient civilisations 
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4. Ancient Mysteries Conversation Questions 

1. Was an ancient, advanced civilisation wiped out 12,000 years ago? How would the world be 
different today if this civilisation had survived? 

2. Are the stories of Atlantis real? Where could this city have been located? What happened to it? 
3. How is it possible that seemingly unconnected ancient civilisations all built the same style of 

pyramid? Did aliens build them? Did aliens create all ancient civilisations? 
4. Who were the Illuminati? Do they still exist today? What about the Knights Templar? What might 

these groups be doing today? 
5. What other ancient mysteries or stories do you know about? Are there any from your country? 
6. Why are we so fascinated with ancient mysteries? Why do so many people believe 

pseudohistory? 
7. Why do some people treat myths, legends and other stories as historical facts? What might 

people in the future believe about our time if they took the same approach? 
8. Can you make up your own alternative explanation for something that happened in ancient 

history? 
 
 
 
5. Ancient Mysteries Writing Task 

Write about an ancient mystery. Try to use some of the vocabulary you learned earlier in this lesson. In 
your answer, you could include some of the following topics: 

• A brief description of the ancient mystery. 
• What the historical evidence says. 
• What alternative explanations exist. 

 
Alternative exam practice question: 
Graham Hancock believes that all ancient civilisations share their origin with an advanced civilisation 
that was wiped out 12,000 years ago. Do you agree or disagree with Hancock? 
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